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5 New iWeb Templates for Websites tuned to iPad from iWeb Themes Park
Published on 09/14/10
iWeb Themes Park today unveils five new iWeb Themes for Apple's web design application.
New features and possibilities for touch screen devices are opened for everyone. Building
websites with these iWeb themes takes browsing to the higher level of possibilities, where
touch screen devices increase their market share rapidly. These themes are made specially
for building websites, which look gorgeous on every traditional computer, iPad or any
other touch screen device.
Kaunas, Lithuania - iWeb Themes Park, the leading developer of modern and astonishing web
design solutions, today unveils five new iWeb Themes for Apple's iWeb. New features and
possibilities for touch screen devices are opened for Photo Lab, Picture Frame, Strategic,
Sunny Clouds and Wood Wall Themes. Building websites with these iWeb themes takes
browsing
to the higher level of possibilities, where touch screen devices increase their market
share rapidly.
These themes are made specially for building websites, which look gorgeous on every
traditional computer, iPad or any other touch screen device. What's more, navigation in
such a website leaves unforgettable browsing experiences, when you tap on it with a
finger. High quality large icons let the visitors of the website experience full browsing
pleasure with their iPads or any other touch screen devices.
Starting from today everyone can make a website which is high quality, modern, well
designed and tuned for browsing with iPad or any other touch screen device. Adjustments
for touch screen devices positively affected the design for traditional browsing with the
mouse. Each element or navigation bar became larger, more customizable and higher quality.
From now every iWeb user can share their website with millions of users who enjoy browsing
with touch screen devices.
Five new iWeb Themes in details:
* "Picture Frame" theme has a great variety of photo frames that can improve your art
gallery, which you would like to share with your friends or even sell some art works
* "Strategic" theme is formal, precise, containing regular elements for building a solid
business website
* "Wood Wall" theme has amazing quality 3D icons, which leave an unforgettable impression
of your "wooden" website
* "Sunny Clouds" theme has business related elements and icons. It is perfect for
representing a business website.
* "Photo Lab" theme is perfect for photography enthusiasts and for people who like sharing
their photos
Pricing and availability:
The iWeb Themes Box of 60 themes is priced at $44.99 (USD). Ten iWeb Themes in a Combo
Package can be purchased only for $29.99. Each template is available for $11.99 or $10.99.
Using the coupon code "iWebThemesTrio" 3 iWeb Themes of Your choice can be obtained with
$10.99 discount. Two iWeb Themes are free for everyone.
iWeb Themes Park:
http://www.iwebthemespark.com
iWeb Themes:
http://www.iwebthemespark.com/iWeb_Templates.html
Free Themes:
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http://www.iwebthemespark.com/Gifts.html
Purchase:
http://store.eSellerate.net/s.asp?s=STR1097094175&Cmd=BUY&SKURefnum=SKU855895631
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A group of creative Apple Macintosh professionals founded iWeb Themes Park Company in
Kaunas, Lithuania. iWebThemesPark was launched in 2009 with the goal of creating exciting
and fun add-ons for Apple's iWeb. The main feature of products from iWeb Themes Park is
quality in several meanings. For more information visit their website. Copyright 2009-2010
iWebThemesPark. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iLife, iWeb and iPad are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and other countries.
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